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Abstract10

Infectious diseases are powerful ecological forces structuring ecosystems, causing devas-11

tating economic impacts and disrupting society. Successful disease prevention and control12

require not only awareness of the current disease situation, but also the ability to understand13
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disease dynamics, all of which rely on collection of data at strategically chosen locations dur-14

ing surveillance seasons. In particular, knowledge about the location of the disease front is15

foundational for deploying disease counter measures to prevent further disease spread and16

focusing control efforts to reduce disease intensity in affected areas. In this paper, we develop17

a model-based approach to designing sampling strategies for wildlife disease surveillance at18

the disease front. Specifically, we use a mechanistic spatio-temporal model based on an un-19

derlying partial differential equation to track the disease dynamics and predict the disease20

prevalence in the future surveillance season. We also devise an optimal surveillance system21

design at the disease front that takes into account practical constraints of sampling. We22

evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed design via a simulation study and demonstrate23

the application of the proposed approach by designing a surveillance strategy for white-nose24

syndrome in the contiguous US.25

Keywords: ecological diffusion model, prevalence probability, Pseudogymnoascus destruc-26

tans, sampling design, spatio-temporal model, white nose syndrome, wildlife disease ecology27

1 Introduction28

Infectious diseases are powerful ecological forces structuring ecosystems (Hassell et al., 2021),29

causing devastating economic impacts (Greene, 2015; Mason-D’Croz et al., 2020) and dis-30

rupting society (Gostin and Wiley, 2020; Yu et al., 2021). For these reasons, prevention and31

control of diseases are critical aims of many public and private agencies that focus on human,32

plant and animal health (Zinsstag et al., 2011). Successful disease management requires not33

only awareness of the current disease situation, but also the ability to understand disease34
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dynamics. In particular, knowledge about the location of the “disease front”, defined here35

as the boundary between disease-affected and unaffected regions, is foundational for deploy-36

ing disease counter measures to prevent further disease spread and focusing control efforts37

to reduce disease intensity in affected areas. The purpose of this paper is to develop and38

demonstrate a model-based approach to sampling designs for wildlife disease surveillance,39

which to our knowledge is the first of its kind to strategize sampling at the disease front.40

Disease surveillance, which involves sampling and testing individuals for disease exposure41

or presence, is used to describe the spatial extent and intensity of disease. Thus, disease42

surveillance provides the basis for quantifying and investigating the dynamics of disease43

within natural systems, and is critical in establishing the location of the disease front (Slee-44

man et al., 2012; Murray and Cohen, 2017). Disease surveillance is often challenging because45

distributions of individuals available for sampling are not always known with certainty, in-46

dividuals may only be available at certain times of year, and sampling may be logistically47

difficult resulting in limitations on total numbers of samples that can be obtained. Addi-48

tionally, when conducting surveillance in wildlife populations, species often fall under the49

jurisdiction of multiple agencies resulting in surveillance systems that are often limited in50

scope and uncoordinated with a patchwork of goals, designs and levels of implementation51

(Ng and Ruger, 2011; Hyatt et al., 2015). This lack of coordination often results in surveil-52

lance data that are obtained opportunistically using a variety of methodologies, which makes53

rigorous statistical modeling and analysis challenging. Additionally, the absence of a unified54

approach can negatively impact disease response efforts.55

Traditional statistical approaches that rely on phenomenological models have been widely56

used to model surveillance data (Waller and Carlin, 2010; Walter et al., 2011; Vergne et al.,57
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2016; Grider et al., 2021); however, these methods have limitations particularly when it comes58

to forecasting future disease intensity and spread, accounting for spatial confounding, and59

linking the observed data to epidemiological processes of interest (Reich et al., 2006; Wikle60

and Hooten, 2010; Hefley et al., 2017a,b). Alternatively, mechanistic disease modeling uses61

mathematical expressions to describe the disease dynamics, and therefore provide a direct62

link to important epidemiological parameters (Anderson and May, 1982). However, these63

methods lack the ability to properly propagate uncertainty when challenging the models64

with data (Wikle and Hooten, 2010).65

Recent work has sought to leverage the benefits of mechanistic and statistical models66

and overcome their respective limitations by integrating mechanistic diseases models within67

statistical hierarchical frameworks (Wikle and Hooten, 2010; Garlick et al., 2014; Hefley68

et al., 2017b; Leach et al., 2020). Although using models to inform disease investigations69

and surveillance efforts are not new (Restif et al., 2012; Gorsich et al., 2018; Jennelle et al.,70

2018), using statistical model forecasts and their measures of uncertainty to guide the design71

of surveillance systems is novel and has the potential to significantly enhance the design, effi-72

ciency and implementation of current surveillance methods. Additionally, forecasting disease73

extent and intensity within and across jurisdictional boundaries provides a natural means74

to develop unified goals for surveillance and create efficient and coordinated surveillance75

systems.76

In this study, we develop an integrated approach for surveillance system design. We use77

an ecological diffusion type mechanistic model (Garlick et al., 2011; Hefley et al., 2017b) to78

describe disease dynamics and estimate model parameters and associated uncertainty using79

maximum likelihood. We then forecast prevalence rates across the spatial domain and use80
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these forecasts to estimate the future location of the disease front. Finally, we devise an81

optimization routine that accounts for epidemiological and logistical considerations in the82

selection of spatial locations to sample for disease during the subsequent surveillance season.83

We evaluate the performance of our surveillance system design using simulation and apply84

it to designing a national surveillance system for Pseudogymnoascus destructans (Pd), the85

causative agent of white-nose syndrome (WNS), a devastating disease of cave-hibernating86

bat species in the US (Blehert et al., 2009). The WNS system represents an excellent87

case study for our approach because the data have many of the characteristics common to88

surveillance data such as being opportunistically collected by multiple agencies across a wide89

expanse of the US. There also have been recent calls to have a unified approach to WNS90

surveillance across jurisdictions to provide a more complete picture of the distribution of this91

disease. Thus, our goal is to demonstrate how the integration of mechanistic models within92

a statistical framework can be the foundation for enhancing the design and coordination of93

surveillance systems for infectious diseases.94

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we develop a model-95

based sampling design with model specification, parameter estimation, and evaluation of96

the sampling design. In Section 3, we consider the case study of WNS, describing the97

background, goals, surveillance data, and statistical inference. In Section 4, we propose an98

optimal surveillance system design under practical constraints. Conclusions and discussion99

are given in Section 5. Details about model fitting and simulations are provided in the100

Appendices as Supplementary Materials.101
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2 Model-based Sampling Design102

2.1 Model Specification103

Diffusion is a dynamic process over space and time used to describe the movement of particles,104

animals, and pathogens (Hooten et al., 2017). Unlike Fickian diffusion, which is a non-local105

process, ecological diffusion describes the impact of local decisions (e.g., habitat preference106

of individuals) on population scale movement (Garlick et al., 2011). Ecological diffusion has107

been used to model the spatial distribution of a population or pathogen changes over time108

and has been used to explain pest outbreaks (Hooten et al., 2013) and disease spread (Garlick109

et al., 2014). Ecological diffusion can be expressed using a partial differential equation (PDE):110

∂

∂t
u(s, t) =

(

∂2

∂s21
+

∂2

∂s22

)

[µ(s)u(s, t)] + λ(s)u(s, t), (1)111

where s = (s1, s2)
⊺ ∈ S ⊂ R

2 denotes the spatial location in a two-dimensional spatial112

domain S and t ∈ T ⊂ R denotes the time point in a one-dimensional temporal domain T .113

Moreover, u(s, t) is the density of the dispersing pathogen (or individuals) used to proxy the114

expected pathogen abundance, µ(s) is the diffusion coefficient (or spatial spread rate of the115

pathogen), and λ(s) is the growth rate of the pathogen over the spatial domain S.116

The PDE (1) can be linked to observed data using a statistical model, which permits117

statistical inference about the disease system given the data (Hefley et al., 2017b). Let Yi be118

a binary response variable (e.g., 1 stands for an infected individual and 0 otherwise) sampled119

at location si and time ti for i = 1, . . . , N , where N is the sample size. We consider the120
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following model for the binary response variable:121

Yi ∼ Bernoulli(pi), (2)122

pi = g−1(u(si, ti) exp{x(si)
⊺β}), (3)123

log µ(s) = α0 + z(s)⊺α, (4)124

λ(s) = γ0 +w(s)⊺γ, (5)125

where pi = P (Yi = 1) is a prevalence probability and the link function is defined by126

the cumulative distribution function of a truncated standard normal distribution g−1(a) =127

√

2
π

∫ a

0
e−

1

2
x2

dx. The vectors x(si), z(s), and w(s) are the spatially referenced covariates128

for the inverse link function g−1(·), the diffusion coefficient µ(·), and the growth rate λ(·),129

respectively, while β, α0,α, γ0,γ are the corresponding (unknown) regression coefficients.130

We next specify the initial and boundary conditions for solving (1). For the initial131

condition, let t∗0 denote the time of introduction of, for example, a pathogen. We impose the132

following initial condition133

u (s, t∗0) =



















θ, if s = ω

0, if s 6= ω

(6)

where θ is the initial number of pathogen particles, and ω = (ω1, ω2)
⊺ is the location of134

introduction at time t∗0. For most ecological applications, t∗0, ω, θ are unknown parameters.135

We define t0 to be the time difference between the introduction time of the first positive case136

t∗0 and the time the first positive case is detected. We assume that the first detection occurs137

after the first positive case (i.e., t0 > 0). We also assume Dirichlet boundary conditions that138

set u(s, t) = 0 at the edge of the study domain S for any time t > 0.139
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2.2 Parameter Estimation140

Let τ = (β⊺, α0,α
⊺, γ0,γ

⊺, t0,ω
⊺, θ)⊺ denote the vector of parameters for the model specified141

in (1)–(6) . We adopt a frequentist approach and estimate τ by maximum likelihood (Berg142

et al., 2021), which is computationally less intensive than the Bayesian approach that employs143

a Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithm (Hefley et al., 2017a,b).144

Let y = (y1, . . . , yN)
⊺ denote the N -dimensional vector of the observed responses. The145

log-likelihood function is given by146

ℓ(τ | y) =
N
∑

i=1

yi log{pi}+ (1− yi) log{1− pi}. (7)

The log-likelihood function (7) is maximized by the BroydenFletcherGoldfarbShanno (BFGS)147

algorithm (Nocedal and Wright, 2006) and involves two seps.148

First, we estimate τ for a given t0. For given τ , we numerically solve the PDE model (1)149

using a homogenization procedure and spatio-temporal discretization (Garlick et al., 2011).150

The homogenization technique increases the computational efficiency by solving the PDEs151

using the averaged coefficients at a coarse resolution and then approximating the coefficients152

at a fine resolution (Garlick et al., 2011). Based on the spatio-temporal discretization, we use153

a forward time centered space (FTCS) scheme by which the time and space derivative in (1)154

is approximated with forward difference and second-order central differences, respectively155

(see Appendix A). We optimize the log-likelihood function with respect to τ through pi,156

which can be computed from the solution u(si, ti) of (1).157

Second, by plugging in the estimators from the previous step for each value of t0, we158

find the maximum of the profile likelihood of t0. Although t0 can possibly take one of the159

infinitely many numbers, we empirically consider a reduced finite set of the possible values160
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of t0 by choosing the upper and lower bound of t0 at which the likelihood decreases sharply.161

The resulting maximum likelihood estimates (MLEs) of τ are denoted as τ̂ . The standard162

errors of the MLEs are obtained by parametric bootstrap. That is, given τ̂ , we simulate nB163

bootstrap datasets y(j) = (y
(j)
1 , . . . , y

(j)
N )⊺ where y

(j)
i is from the fitted prevalence probability164

of psi,ti for i = 1, . . . , N and j = 1, . . . , nB. For each j, we estimate τ by fitting the model to165

the jth bootstrap dataset y(j) and the resulting estimate is denoted by τ̃j. We then compute166

the standard errors element-wise of τ̃1, . . . , τ̃nB
.167

2.3 Sampling Design168

Given the MLE τ̂ based on data up to T , we predict the prevalence probability p and the169

binary response Y at the next time point T + 1 across the spatial domain. We then define170

the disease front to be where the predicted prevalence probability is below a threshold η171

at T but exceeds the threshold at T + 1 where we set the threshold to be η = 0.5. In172

disease surveillance, such prediction may take place sequentially over surveillance seasons.173

For example, data up to the end of the last surveillance season T are used to fit the model174

and predict the prevalence probability. Based on the predicted prevalence probability, the175

disease front is identified and samples are taken from the identified disease front for the176

next surveillance season T + 1. This process iterates over T , which we will call the “front177

sampling” design.178

In Appendix B, we conduct a simulation study to evaluate the front sampling design179

under three relatively low sampling proportions from the disease front with 0.1%, 0.2%, or180

0.3% of all the cells that partition the spatial domain. Two alternative designs are considered181
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for comparison. One alternative samples all the cells that belong to either the row or column182

where the introduction point is located, which we will call “row-col sampling” design. Under183

the restricted amount of sampling resources, we may want to select and focus on the directions184

of the diffusion from the introduction point. This “row-col sampling” targets the horizontal185

and vertical direction. The other alternative, “all-cell sampling”, samples from every cell in186

the spatial domain and serves as a reference even though it is logistically infeasible.187

For parameter estimation, our simulation results indicate that the bias and standard188

error (SE) of all the parameter estimates decrease over time as more samples are taken, for189

all three sampling designs. Even though the row-col sampling has more samples, the rate of190

decrease in the bias and SE is slower for the row-col sampling than the front sampling. In191

addition, the bias and SE under the front sampling design get closer to the all-cell sampling192

than the row-col sampling when the sampling proportions are 0.2% and 0.3%.193

For predicting the disease front, we consider precision (i.e., the proportion of the cells in194

the actual front among the cells that are predicted as front) and recall (i.e., the proportion of195

the cells that are correctly predicted as front among all cells in the actual front). Overall, our196

simulation results show that both precision and recall increase over time with more samples197

taken from the front under the front sampling, but it is not always the case under the row-col198

sampling design. The difference in the precision and recall between the front sampling and199

all-cell sampling becomes quite small when the sampling proportion is 0.3%. More details200

about the simulation study are given in Appendix B.201
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3 Case Study: White-Nose Syndrome202

3.1 Background and Goals203

WNS is a disease of cave hibernating myotis. The causative agent of WNS is Pd, which is204

a white fungus that infects bats hibernating in caves and mines. WNS was first detected in205

upstate New York in 2006 (Blehert et al., 2009), and subsequently spread westward consistent206

with behavior expected by a single introduction of a pathogen. However, in 2016 the fungus207

was detected in Washington State (Lorch et al., 2016) > 2000 km from the nearest detections208

in the midwest suggesting a possible new introduction point. The effects of WNS have209

been devastating to cave-hibernating myotis with estimated declines of at least 90% for210

three speciesMyotis septentrionalis,Myotis lucifugus, and Perimyotis subflavus (Cheng et al.,211

2021). Additional effects include shifts in host species assemblages (O’Keefe et al., 2019;212

Bombaci et al., 2021), and potential declines in control of insect pests of agricultural crops213

(Boyles et al., 2011; Ford et al., 2014).214

The National Wildlife Health Center (NWHC) within the US Geological Society (USGS)215

has been collaborating with a group stakeholders including state and federal management216

agencies to design a national surveillance system for sampling, detecting, and predicting Pd217

particularly along the western front of the pathogen spread. As with all wildlife disease218

surveillance programs, the main constraints are resources (including personnel time and219

sampling kits) available to both collect and analyze diagnostic samples from the field in a220

particular surveillance season. Sampling kits include 25 to 30 samples per site of skin swabs221

and/or guano from individual bats and environmental substrates associated with roosting222

bats. Prior to the winter of 2019, the sampling kits were allocated to states based on their223
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self-identified needs for the upcoming surveillance season, and no guidance was available for224

the spatial allocation of samples within a state, potentially leading to inefficiencies such as225

over-allocating resources to locations where Pd had previously been confirmed.226

Thus we develop a model-based surveillance system for sampling the disease front while227

accounting for practical sampling and logistical constraints. We will next describe the surveil-228

lance data and apply the model-based approach in the previous section to fit models and229

forecast the prevalence of Pd. In the next section, we will propose a method to identify po-230

tentially high risk areas and recommend optimal sampling for the next surveillance season,231

which aims to improve the efficiency of sampling, make better use of limited resources, and232

facilitate management actions at the national level.233

3.2 Surveillance Data234

The USGS NWHC collected multiple types of samples including bat carcasses, wing punch235

biopsies, forearm and wing swabs, guano, cave wall and ceiling swabs, and soil samples from236

both passive and active surveillance during the surveillance seasons 2007-2008 to 2019-2020.237

Cases were assigned for each unique location where multiple samples could be collected for238

each case. Samples were assigned as positive for Pd positive, present, or suspected and239

negative for Pd negative, not detected, or inconclusive. Cases were similarly assigned to240

positive if they included at least one positive sample and negative otherwise. The dataset241

also contained spatial and temporal information including the latitude and longitude of the242

case and the date of sample collection. For the contiguous US, there were 372 positive cases243

of the 1,672 total cases and 1,598 positive samples of the 21,311 total samples. See (Ballmann244
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et al., 2021) for details.245

For model fitting, two sets of spatial grids of cells were used to partition the contiguous246

US. The coarse-resolution cells were 100 by 100 km for homogenization, whereas the fine-247

resolution cells were 10 by 10 km resulting in 310 by 480 (or 148,800) cells for sampling248

design. The fine resolution corresponds to the NABat program’s grid-based frame spanning249

the contiguous US (Talbert and Reichert, 2018a,b), which is biologically appropriate given250

the scale of movement of most bat species that routinely travel many kilometers each night251

between roosts and foraging areas and along foraging routes.252

3.3 Model Fitting253

Two different models are fit for the two introduction points such that the model for the New254

York introduction point fits all the samples in the contiguous US except for the positive255

samples from Washington state, whereas the model for the Washington introduction point256

fits the positive samples in Washington state and all the negative samples from the contigu-257

ous US. Each model is fit using five spatial covariates: tree canopy cover (canopy), karst258

geomorphology (karst), number of coal mines (mines), linear hydrography (waterways), and259

topographic ruggedness index (tri), as in (4)–(5). The mine covariate is log-transformed and260

all five covariates are normalized to be between the range [0, 1]. Model selection is based on261

the Bayesian information criterion (BIC):262

BIC = −2ℓ(τ̂ | y) + q logN (8)263

where ℓ(·) is the log-likelihood function evaluated at the MLE τ̂ , N is the sample size of the264

data y, and q is the number of parameters.265
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Table 1 shows that the best model for the New York introduction point includes all266

five covariates (canopy, karst, mines, waterways, and tri), whereas the best model for the267

Washington introduction point includes only canopy, karst, and waterways. For the New268

York introduction point, canopy is associated with both high diffusion and growth of Pd,269

while karst and mines are related to low diffusion and growth. Additionally, waterways and270

tri correspond to low diffusion, but high growth. For the Washington introduction point,271

canopy, karst, and waterways are associated with high diffusion, but low growth of Pd.272

3.4 Predicted Prevalence Probability Maps273

Two models for the two introduction points are combined to predict the prevalence prob-274

ability of Pd over time by returning the sum of the two predicted prevalence probabilities275

from the two models, where the predicted prevalence probability for each model is276

p̂s,t = g−1(û(s, t) exp{x(s)⊺β̂}) (9)277

with û(s, t) = u(s, t | τ̂ ), which is the value of u(s, t) evaluated at the MLE τ̂ . In general,278

the introduction points are far enough apart and the disease is spreading slow enough that279

the occurrences of positive prevalence probabilities from the two models do not overlap.280

Otherwise, the density of the dispersing pathogen û(s; t) of the two models are summed and281

mapped to the predicted prevalence probability p̂s,t using the link function g(·) in (3).282

Figure 1 shows the predicted prevalence probability p̂s,t for each cell centered at s in the283

contiguous US and at time t starting at May 1, 2020 (the end of the 2019-2020 surveillance284

season) and ending at November 1, 2021 (the start of the 2021-2022 surveillance season).285

Most cells in the Northeast, South, and Midwest have high predicted prevalence with p̂s,t >286
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0.95. The cluster of cells with a prevalence p̂s,t > 0.01 in the state of Washington corresponds287

to the second introduction point. The bands of cells in the eastern edge of the Rocky288

Mountains, eastern Carolinas, and southern Florida have a moderate prevalence p̂s,t < 0.60289

starting at May 1, 2020. Over time until November 1, 2021, the cluster of cells in Washington290

expands further east and the band of cells in the Rocky Mountains moves further west, which291

corresponds to the current predicted disease front.292

4 Surveillance System Design293

We now demonstrate a surveillance system design that efficiently detects the disease front294

while accounting for the practical constraints of sampling. The ultimate goal is to provide295

sampling recommendations and resource allocations to the stakeholders at state and federal296

agencies for the next active surveillance season.297

4.1 Practical Constraints298

In line with the front sampling given in Section 2.3, we consider cell centered at s to be at299

the disease front if the predicted probability is below a threshold η at the beginning of the300

active surveillance season t1 but exceeds the threshold at the end of the active surveillance301

season t2. That is, p̂s,t1 < η and p̂s,t2 > η, where p̂s,tj for j = 1, 2 is the predicted prevalence302

probability at times t1 < t2. Here we view η as a hypothetical detection threshold, because303

to directly sample from the disease front identified by η is not always feasible. For example,304

the recommended locations may be inconvenient or even impossible to sample due to rugged305

terrain or absence of bat roosts. Thus, we consider a practical detection threshold, denoted306
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as η∗, corresponding to η, which can be interpreted as the hypothetical threshold η adjusted307

for practical constraints.308

In practice, multiple practical constraints exist. For example, the available sampling309

capacity for each state i is bounded by the minimum kits ri,min and maximum kits ri,max310

they can utilize during a surveillance season. Also, it is desirable to have sampling effort311

distributed across the disease front. Thus, to prevent spatial clustering, a space factor δ is312

needed to limit the proximity of cells recommended for sampling. In addition, sampling is313

performed in ecosections, which are areas where ecosystems are generally similar in the type,314

quality, and quantity of environmental resources. Ultimately, sampling recommendations315

are made at the cell-level, kits are distributed at the state-level, and sampling is performed316

at the ecosection-level. The surveillance system design must take into account both the317

administrative areas for distribution of sampling kits and ecologically-defined regions for318

sample collection of specimens.319

4.2 Optimization under Practical Constraints320

We propose to optimize the detection threshold η∗ and the spacing factor δ for recommending321

sample locations at the disease front by the following procedure. First, for a given η∗, the322

predicted prevalence probabilities p̂s,t are used to generate the list of prospective sampling323

locations (cells) such that p̂s,t1 < η∗, p̂s,t2 > η∗ where t1 and t2 denote the start and end of the324

active surveillance season, respectively. Cells are also spaced by a factor δ expressed as the325

number of cells both horizontally and vertically. Those prospective cells that are within δ cells326

either horizontally or vertically from a selected prospective cell are dropped. Next, the list of327
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the remaining prospective cells are grouped by state and ordered by some selection criterion328

as a measure of risk or priority (e.g., lowest prevalence probability at the end of the active329

surveillance season). The top ri,min prospective cells for each state i are selected to meet the330

minimum number of kits per state. The remaining r−
∑

i ri,min cells are chosen to fulfill the331

total number of kits r not to exceed ri,max for each state i. The list of recommended cells332

are grouped by state and ecosection and counted. Cells are randomly sampled within each333

state and ecosection combination to simulate sample collection in practice. The resulting r334

total number of recommended sampling locations are denoted as {xj : j = 1, . . . , r}.335

Next, binomial responses Wxj ,t are generated for each recommended cell xj for t > t1336

until the first positive test is attained to simulate sample testing, where t1 is the start of337

the active surveillance season. The number of tests n per kit is assumed to follow a discrete338

uniform distribution U(na, nb) where each kit contains from na = 25 to nb = 30 tests as is339

determined by the USGS. The probability of attaining a positive test is denoted as πxj ,t.340

With the predicted prevalence probability p̂xj ,t, it is assumed, conservatively, that there is341

one positive test in a kit of nb = 30 tests at a prevalence probability of η = 0.2 and thus342

πxj ,t = p̂xj ,t/6.343

With r total number of recommended sampling locations {xj : j = 1, . . . , r} based344

on η∗ and δ, we define Dj,η∗ to be the time at which the predicted prevalence probability345

p̂xj ,t first exceeds the practical detection threshold η∗ for cell xj. We also define Dj to346

be the time of the first detected positive response Wxj ,t ≥ 1 for cell xj. We consider two347

performance-based measures given η∗ and δ. The root mean squared error (RMSE) measures348

the discrepancy between Dj and Dj,η∗ (i.e., the difference in time between when prevalence349
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exceeds η∗ and time of detecting Pd) such that RMSE(η∗, δ) =
{

r−1
∑r

j=1(Dj −Dj,η∗)
2
}1/2

,350

whereas the adjusted root mean squared error (ARMSE) is the RMSE under the condition351

that Dj > Dj,η∗ such that ARMSE(η∗, δ) = RMSE× I{Dj > Dj,η∗}.352

The procedure above is repeated 100 times for each combination of η∗ = 0.20, 0.25, . . . , 0.80353

and δ = 1, 2, . . . , 5. The RMSE and ARMSE are averaged over all runs and minimized over354

the combinations of η∗ and δ to determine the optimal practical detection threshold η∗ and355

space factor δ. Figure 2 shows that the RMSE and ARMSE are minimized at η∗ = 0.55 and356

δ = 2, which are thus used to generate the list of recommended sampling locations in the357

next subsection.358

4.3 High Priority Cells Map359

Given the optimal prevalence probability η∗ = 0.55 corresponding to the disease front, the360

set of sampling locations with low prevalence probability on November 1, 2020 at the start361

of the surveillance season (t1) and high prevalence probability on May 1, 2021 at the end362

of the surveillance season (t2) are filtered such that p̂s,t1 < η∗, p̂s,t2 > η∗ to generate a list363

of prospective sampling locations. The final list of r = 150 recommended cells is generated364

as follows. First, the list of prospective sampling locations using the NABat grid cells are365

limited to those that are uniformly spaced such that the distance between no two sampling366

locations is within a specified distance d = 20km. Next, the list of prospective cells are367

grouped by state and ordered by the negative predicted prevalence probability at the end of368

the active surveillance season where the top ri,min recommended sampling locations for each369

state i are selected. Then, the top ri,max − ri,min remaining sampling locations for each state370
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are ungrouped and reordered by priority for all cells where the top r −
∑

i ri,min remaining371

cells are chosen such that the number of recommended sampling locations for each state i372

is less than or equal to ri,max. The prospective sampling locations are prioritized by the373

difference between predicted prevalence probability at May 1, 2021 and detection threshold374

p̂s,t2−η∗ in ascending order. This follows the belief that sampling locations with a prevalence375

probability just above the detection threshold at the end of the surveillance season are more376

informative than those much greater than the detection threshold. Consequently, the list377

of r = 150 recommended sampling locations is generated, mapped, and provided to the378

monitoring program for sampling (Figure 3).379

5 Conclusions and Discussion380

In this paper, we have proposed a model-based sampling approach toward surveillance system381

design for informing management of infectious diseases of wildlife. In particular, we have382

utilized an ecological diffusion type mechanistic model to track and predict the spread of383

the pathogen across space and over time. Based on the predicted pathogen prevalence384

probabilities, we quantify the notion of a disease front and devise an optimal design that385

focuses on the disease front while taking into account practical constraints of sampling. We386

have examined the effectiveness of our proposed front sampling design using a simulation387

study. We have also demonstrated how the surveillance system design can be implemented388

in practice by a study of the Pd pathogen spread in the contiguous US.389

To the best of our knowledge, this is a first attempt to utilize ecological diffusion type390

mechanistic models and the notion of disease front for designing a surveillance system. We391
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believe that our proposed approach has a variety of applications in wildlife disease and392

potentially infectious disease in general. We advocate using our integrated approach to393

guide surveillance designs, as it provides an effective way of developing unified goals for394

surveillance and creating efficient surveillance systems that are coordinated among different395

stakeholders.396
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Figures and Tables521

Figure 1: Predicted prevalence probabilities of white nose syndrome in the contiguous US

at 10 km by 10 km grid resolution between May 1, 2020 and November 1, 2021. The disease

front is estimated by the yellow-green area.
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NY WA

parameter Estimate SE Estimate SE

α intercept 21.790 0.075 14.500 2.647

canopy 0.048 0.065 1.299 0.745

karst -0.490 0.036 2.216 1.976

mines -0.227 0.114 - -

waterway -2.930 0.046 3.917 0.926

tri -9.256 0.177 - -

β -0.517 0.048 -0.541 0.208

γ intercept -0.378 0.023 0.278 0.221

canopy 0.389 0.023 -0.290 0.242

karst -0.075 0.007 -0.660 7.555

mines -0.081 0.023 - -

waterway 4.048 0.211 -2.581 6.094

tri 0.182 0.028 - -

θ 4.01×1012 2.67×1011 1.78×105 1.95×105

t0 85.000 10.560 117.000 10.170

Table 1: Estimate and bootstrap standard error (with 500 bootstrap resampled datasets)

for each parameter using the ecological diffusion type model for the New York introduction

point with canopy, karst, mines, waterway and tri as covariates and for the Washington

introduction point with canopy, karst and waterway as covariates where α denotes diffusion

parameters, β denotes prevalence probability parameters, γ denotes growth parameters, θ

denotes the initial condition, and t0 is the time difference between first detection and first

positive case.
28



Figure 2: Root mean squared error (RMSE) and adjusted root mean squared error (ARMSE)

for the optimization of practical detection threshold η∗ and spacing factor δ using a selection

criterion of negative prevalence probability.
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Figure 3: Recommended high priority cells (black squares) in addition to intersections of

states and ecosections (color indicating the number of sampling kits allocated) for white nose

syndrome surveillance prioritized by the negative prevalence probability in the contiguous

US for the active surveillance season starting on November 1, 2020.
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A Forward Time Centered Space (FTCS) Scheme522

To solve the ecological diffusion PDE (1) more efficiently, we apply a homogenization method523

described in (Garlick et al., 2011). The homogenization approximates the solution of PDE524

by solving the homogenized PDE with the averaged fine-resolution variability in the diffusion525

and growth coefficients (Garlick et al., 2011). This resolves diffusion on a coarse resolution526

while keeping the impact of varying environmental covariates on the fine resolution (Garlick527

et al., 2011). The homogenized PDE of (1) is given by528

∂

∂t
c(s, t) = µ̄(s)

(

∂2

∂s21
+

∂2

∂s22

)

c(s, t) + λ̄(s)c(s, t), (10)529

where c(s, t) is the density of the dispersing pathogen at s = (s1, s2)
⊺ ∈ S ⊂ R

2 and530

t ∈ T ⊂ R, which is influenced by the locally constant diffusion coefficients µ̄(s) and growth531

rate λ̄(s). The homogenized diffusion coefficient µ̄(s) is532

µ̄(s) =

∫

A
1ds

∫

A

1
µ(s)

ds
, (11)533

where A is a large spatial scale on which the homogenization is processed. The homogenized534

growth rate λ̄(s) is535

λ̄(s) =
µ̄(s)

|A|

∫

A

λ(s)

µ(s)
ds. (12)536

Then, the density of the pathogen u(s, t) can be approximated by537

u(s, t) ≈
c(s, t)

µ(s)
. (13)538

To solve the homogenized PDE (10), we discretize the time and space as follows. The rect-539

angular spatial domain S = [0, L1]× [0, L2] is discretized using (ns1 +1)× (ns2 +1) uniformly540

spaced mesh points onto S. The continuous time domain T = [t∗0, T ] is discretized with uni-541

form time step ∆t. Hence the spatial domain S and the time interval T are discretized by542
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choosing ∆s1 = L1

ns1

, ∆s2 = L2

ns2

, and ∆t =
T−t∗

0

nt
. Let ctj,k = c(sjk, t) = c((s1,j, s2,k)

⊺, t) where543

s1,j = j∆s1 and s2,k = k∆s2 for j = 0, 1, . . . , ns1 , k = 0, 1, . . . , ns2 . We set ct
−1,k = ctj,−1 = 0544

for any choice of t, j and k.545

By a forward difference, the time derivative in (10) can be approximated by546

∂

∂t
c(s, tl) ≈

c
tl+1

j,k − ctlj,k
∆t

, (14)547

where tl+1 = tl +∆t for l = 0, . . . , nt − 1 (t0 = t∗0 and tnt
= T ). We also exploit the second-548

order centered difference approximation of the Laplacian operator
(

∂2

∂s2
1

+ ∂2

∂s2
2

)

in (10):549

(

∂2

∂s21
+

∂2

∂s22

)

ctj,k ≈
ctj−1,k − 2ctj,k + ctj+1,k

∆2
s1

+
ctj,k−1 − 2ctj,k + ctj,k+1

∆2
s2

. (15)550

The FTCS can be compactly stated by the following matrix and vector representation. Let

ct =
(

ct1,1, . . . , c
t
ns1

,1, . . . , c
t
1,ns2

, . . . , ctns1
,ns2

)

⊺

∈ R
ns1

ns2 . Then, the approximated Laplacian

of ct using (15) can be described as Hct where H is a sparse matrix in R
ns1

ns2
×ns1

ns2 given

by 1
∆2

s1

Ins2
×ns2

⊗ Kns1
×ns1

+ 1
∆2

s2

Kns2
×ns2

⊗ Ins1
×ns1

, I is an identity matrix and K is a

tri-diagonal matrix given by:

K =

































−2 1

1 −2 1

. . . . . . . . .

1 −2 1

1 −2

































.

Then, we have the following equation for l = 0, . . . , nt − 1,551

ctl+1 = (∆tMH + Ins1
ns2

×ns1
ns2

+∆tL)ctl , (16)552

where M is a ns1ns2 ×ns1ns2 diagonal matrix whose ith diagonal entry is the ith element of553

µ̄ = (µ̄1,1, . . . , µ̄ns1
,1, . . . , µ̄1,ns2

, . . . , µ̄ns1
,ns2

)⊺, and L is also a ns1ns2 ×ns1ns2 diagonal matrix554
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whose ith diagonal entry is the ith element of λ̄ = (λ̄1,1, . . . , λ̄ns1
,1, . . . , λ̄1,ns2

, . . . , λ̄ns1
,ns2

)⊺555

where µ̄j,k and λ̄j,k are homogenized µ((s1,j, s2,k)
⊺) and λ((s1,j, s2,k)

⊺) using (11) and (12)556

respectively.557

The FTCS scheme, (16), allows us to compute ctl+1 explicitly from ctl which requires558

2(ns1ns2)
2 floating point operations per time step. The FTCS scheme requires sufficiently559

small ∆t relative to ∆s to guarantee numerical stability. In our setting, the stability condition560

is given by ∆t <
1

2µ̄max(1/∆2
s1
+ 1/∆2

s2
)− 0.5λ̄i∗,j∗

where µ̄max = maxi,j µ̄i,j and {i∗, j∗} =561

argmaxi,j |1− 2µ̄max∆t + λ̄i,j∆t|. We have checked this stability condition with our setting562

and result in 1 and it is satifisfied.563

B Simulation Study564

B.1 Simulation Setup565

We partition the spatial domain into 150 × 150 cells whose resolution is 10 × 10. In the566

homogenization step, we consider 30 × 30 domain with an upscaling factor of 5. For the567

left and right half of the spatial domain, we sample a single covariate from the normal568

distribution with the means 0.5 and 1 respectively with a common standard deviation 0.5569

(Figure 4).570

This simulation is based on three main assumptions. First, we assume a known single571

introduction location of the pathogen which is set to the center of the domain. We also572

set t0 = 10 which implies that the introduction of the pathogen takes place 10 time steps573

before the first positive observation. Also, to ease the computational burden in estimating574
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t0, we only consider the small range {9, 10, 11} of t0. Second, we assume that we have the575

initial data sampled from the box enclosing the disease-affected and unaffected area near the576

introduction location over three successive time points T = 1, 2, 3. The resulting estimates577

are used for implementing our sampling design. In this study, we set ∆t = 1/30 in the578

step of approximating the solution of the PDE (1) and sample one response variable for579

each sampled cell. Lastly, we assume a perfect diagnostic testing to focus on evaluating the580

performance of sampling designs.581

With the parameter estimates from fitting the model to the initial data, we apply our582

sampling design at T = 4. Then, we again fit the model to the combined data consisting of the583

initial data and newly sampled data at T = 4. We repeat this process until we reach T = 45.584

For each time T , we predict the front at time T +1 and compute relevant evaluation metrics585

for comparison between different sampling designs. We repeat this simulation M = 300586

times.587

For the front sampling design, we define the front with the threshold η = 0.5. From our588

simulated data, the front at time t can be stated as a set of the cells where the prevalence589

probability p(s, t) is between 0.1 and 0.2 when t ≤ 26 and between 0.15 and 0.25 when590

t > 27, so that the front at time t is the set of the cells, s∗t , such that p(s∗t , t) < η and591

p(s∗t , t + 1) ≥ η. Figure 4 shows how the distribution of the prevalence probability at the592

front changes over time.593

We explore three different sampling percentages: 0.1%(23 cells), 0.2%(46 cells), 0.3%(69594

cells) out of the total 150× 150 = 22500. We use these sampling percentages for randomly595

sampling cells near the location of the introduction at T = 1, 2, 3. For T = 3, . . . , 45, we596

conduct model fitting, forecast the location of the front and sample the forecasted front at597
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each subsequent time step using the same sampling percentages. In addition, 70% of the598

sampling capacity is used for randomly sampling cells in a predicted front and the other 30%599

is for sampling cells near the location of the introduction. We sample one binary response600

variable, equivalent to sampling one individual bat, from each of the sampled cells. For601

example, we fit the model to the data that are accumulated up to the current time T . Then,602

given 0.1% sampling percentage, we randomly sample 16 cells from the predicted front at603

time T + 1 and the other 7 cells near the introduction location.604

We also examine an alternative row-col sampling design where we sample all cells that605

belong to either the row or column where the introduction point is located. This row-col606

sampling design considers vertical and horizontal direction of the diffusion and growth of the607

disease from the introduction location. Since this design samples from each of 299 cells (1.3%608

of the spatial domain) at each time point, larger amounts of data than the front sampling609

design are used in model fitting. The final all-cell sampling design serves as a reference design610

and requires sampling from every cell in the domain at each time. Although logistically611

infeasible, we can compare the results of those designs that provide less information to this612

ideal situation. After randomly sampling around the introduction location at T = 1, 2, 3,613

these two alternative designs are then applied at all subsequent time points.614

B.2 Parameter Estimation615

For the mth simulation where m = 1, . . . ,M and M = 300, we fit the model to the data616

over t = 1, . . . , T for each time T = 3, . . . , 45 and compute the maximum likelihood es-617

timates τ̂ comprising α̂m
0,T , α̂

m
1,T , γ̂

m
0,T , γ̂

m
1,T , θ̂

m
T , and t̂m0,T , where the true parameters are618
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τ = (α0, α1, γ0, γ1, θ, t0)
⊺ = (5, 1, 1, 0.7, 1000, 10)⊺. At each time T = 3, . . . , 45, we compute619

the relative bias and scaled standard error for each component of τ̂ as our evaluation metrics.620

For example, the relative bias BT and scaled standard error ST of α̂0,T is given by621

BT ({α̂
m
0,T}

M
m=1) = |ᾱ0,T − α0|/α0

ST ({α̂
m
0,T}

M
m=1) =

{

M
∑

m=1

(α̂m
0,T − ᾱ0,T )

2/(M − 1)

}1/2

/α0,

622

where ᾱ0,T = M−1
∑M

m=1 α̂
m
0,T . Since we only consider the limited number of candidates for623

estimating t0, we evaluate the estimation of t0 in terms of the proportion of the correctly624

predicted estimates rather than using the relative bias and scaled standard error.625

Figure 5 and 6 show how the evaluation metrics above for different sampling designs evolve626

over time. In particular, Figure 5 and 6 give the relative bias and scaled standard error of the627

parameter estimates, respectively, based on the front sampling design with three different628

sampling percentages (0.1%, 0.2%, 0.3%), the row-col sampling, and the all-cell sampling.629

Here, we scale the standard error of each parameter estimate by its corresponding truth630

value for ease of comparison in Figure 6. For both evaluation metrics, we find that the631

front sampling design, regardless of sampling percentages, has consistently decreasing bias632

and standard error over time, while the row-col sampling design does not. Even for the633

period of time when row-col sampling design shows decreasing bias or standard error, the634

rate of decrease is slower than that of front sampling design. This suggests that the front635

sampling design enables us to select sampling locations that increasingly provide relevant636

information regarding the disease front over time despite the limited sampling. Overall, the637

front sampling design with 0.2% and 0.3% samples has better inferential performance and638

gets closer to the results of the all-cell sampling than the row-col sampling design, while639
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using fewer than a quarter of the samples for the row-col sampling design.640

B.3 Prediction of the Front641

At each time T = 3, . . . , 45, we predict the front at time T + 1 and evaluate this prediction642

for each sampling design by two metrics. One metric is precision, which is the proportion643

of the cells in the actual front among the cells that are predicted as front. The other metric644

is recall, which is the proportion of the cells that are correctly predicted as front among all645

cells in the actual front. Having both high precision and recall is desirable, reflecting that646

most of the cells that are in the front are predicted as front (i.e., a high true positive and647

low false negative rate).648

Figure 7 shows how precision and recall averaged over simulations change over time on649

the left and middle panel, respectively. Overall, the front sampling design has increasing650

recall and precision while the row-col design does not. The right panel of Figure 7 shows the651

number of cells in the front at each time step, which is closely related to the local variation of652

recall and precision. Prior to time step 17, the number of front cells constantly increases, and653

the precision and recall from front sampling and row-col designs increase as well. However,654

thereafter, the recall and precision of the row-col sampling design decrease while those of the655

front sampling design increase with the local variation that resembles the variation of the656

number of front cells. The difference in the recall and precision between the front sampling657

design with the sampling percentage of 0.3% and the all-cell sampling design decreases to658

about 0.16 and 0.15, respectively. Under the low sampling percentage, the front sampling659

design shows not only an increasing precision in the prediction of the front but also quite660
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comparable to that of the all-cell sampling design. This suggests that the front sampling661

design is effective at estimating the disease front.662
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Additional Figures and Tables663

Figure 4: Left: simulated covariate values where the graph along each axis gives the mean

values along the other axis. Right: the distribution of the prevalence probability of the front

at T = 5 (15 time steps post-introduction) through T = 10 with the cells in the disease front

marked as black circles.
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Figure 5: Relative bias of α0 (top left), α1 (top middle), γ0 (top right), γ1 (bottom left), θ

(bottom middle), and proportion of the correctly predicted estimates of t0 (bottom right)

over time T = 3, . . . , 45 for the front sampling (with sampling percentages 0.1%, 0.2%, 0.3%),

row-col sampling, and all-cell sampling designs based on M = 300 simulations.
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Figure 6: Scaled standard error of α0 (top left), α1 (top middle), γ0 (top right), γ1 (bottom

left), θ (bottom middle), and proportion of the correctly predicted estimates of t0 (bottom

right) over time T = 3, . . . , 45 for the front sampling (with sampling percentages 0.1%, 0.2%,

0.3%), row-col sampling, and all-cell sampling designs based on M = 300 simulations.
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Figure 7: The average precision (left), average recall (middle), and the average number of

the cells in the disease front (right) at time T = 4, . . . , 46 based on M = 300 simulations.
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